
CONSIDERING A 120V PATIO LIGHTING SYSTEM? 
BEWARE OF BIG BOX KITS!

You may be asking yourself – why should I buy a Prime Patio 120V system? I can buy patio lighting 
cheaper from my local big box store. Buyer beware! Similar to landscape lighting, these big box kits 

make big promises, but the product does not hold upto the test. p

Durability to last more than one season. Big box kits are generally designed for 
events and parties, not for year-round permanent installation. Our rugged, waterproof, UV 
resistant wire will stand the test of time – and weather! 

More lights per strand. While it may look like big box kits are much cheaper, if you take 
a closer look, you’ll see that in many cases you are not getting the same amount of lighting. 
Prime Patio has 2’ spacing which creates a full, professional look. Many big box brands 
have wider spacing between each socket – meaning you’re not getting as many lights, even 
though you may be getting the same length. To achieve the same lighting effect, you’ll have 
to use more strands.

Superior light quality. Prime Patio uses the newest LED technology – Chips On 
Board, or COB. COB LED provides greater thermal resistance which keeps bulbs cool 
to the touch and also has a higher light effi cacy which means it produces more visible 
light. Prime Patio bulbs also produce light evenly – meaning the light produces the same 
amount of illumination 360° around the bulb. Big box kits are still using old-style diodes 
which do not produce this same even, illumination.

Connect more strands + energy savings. Each Prime Patio LED bulb is only 1 watt. 
Not only does this mean that the homeowner will benefi t from energy costs, but that you can 
run more strands together. You can run up to 300 feet per circuit!

Professional safety ratings. All Prime Patio 120V product is ETL or UL listed ensuring 
safety. If used correctly, you won’t run into dangerous product malfunctions that can hurt 
your reputation. You won’t often fi nd that same guarantee from a big box kit. With strong 
connections and seals, our product is year-round and will keep the same quality 
through any weather.

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, Prime Patio has your back! We 
understand our industry and give you all the tools needed to make patio lighting a successful 
business for you! We provide you with the training and marketing tools that you’ll need. And 
of course, we stand behind our product 100% and are constantly looking for the best, new 
lighting technology to give you the competitive, leading edge in your business.

While big box kit specifi cations may vary, here are some key differences to 
point out to your customers! 
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